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Abstract
Heterogeneous biometric recognition requires matching images with variations such as resolution and spectrum. Heterogeneity in images often reduces the inter-class homogeneous distance
while increasing the intra-class heterogeneous distance. In this research, a novel metric learning
method is proposed, which minimizes the intra-class homogeneous and heterogeneous distances
while maximizing the inter-class homogeneous and heterogeneous distances. The effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm is demonstrated on three face databases and three periocular databases
corresponding to real-world heterogeneous biometric recognition problems. The experiments
show that the proposed algorithm provides state-of-the-art results on all the databases and
outperforms existing recognition and metric learning algorithms. Further another use case is
presented for mobile periocular recognition, proving the efficacy of the proposed model for unconstrained settings.

Keywords: Distance Metric Learning, Periocular Recognition, Face Recognition, Heterogeneous,
Cross-domain
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Chapter 1

Introduction
With the rising instances of terrorist activities, most public places are equipped with CCTV
cameras to prevent and investigate such attacks and ensure public order. The surveillance cameras at public areas such as railway stations, government buildings have a large field of view and
are often at a large standoff distance from the subjects. So, the effective resolution and quality of
the face images (probe images) are very small. In addition to that, such cameras are expected to
capture images throughout day and night. Under poor illumination conditions, they operate in
Near-Infrared (NIR) mode. On the other hand, mugshot databases (gallery images) are generally
collected in controlled indoor environments using good quality cameras in visible spectrum. So,
typically for surveillance scenarios the probes are expected to be in low resolution/poor quality
and/or captured in NIR spectrum. The gallery images are in high resolution and captured in a
controlled environment in the visible spectrum. As shown in Fig. 1.1, matching such probe and
gallery images is a heterogeneous image recognition problem. As illustrated in the figure, the
modality gap between the probe and gallery images makes heterogeneous biometric recognition a
challenging problem. Such a modality gap can also be seen in periocular recognition algorithms
where only the periocular region is visible in the images captured from the surveillance camera.
Periocular [45] refers to the facial region in the vicinity of the eye, including eyelids, eyelashes
and eyebrows. Due to a small region of interest, acquisition of the periocular region requires
lower subject cooperation (as compared to steady or no movement requirement during face capture). It also offers a larger field of view compared to basic ocular biometric traits like the iris,
retina and sclera [45]. (Fig. 1.2) describes a scenario of heterogeneous periocular recognition in
detail. Heterogeneity in biometric recognition can correspond to various other scenarios as well.
Sketch to digital image matching or digital image to thermal image matching are some of the
examples where the images are from different domains. Furthermore, heterogeneity in images
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Figure 1.1: Illustrating the effect of heterogeneous face recognition in terms of cross-resolution (top row)
and cross-spectrum (bottom row). The images enclosed in red boxes are false positives and the image in
green box denotes true positive.

can also creep in from the difference of sensors used to capture image in different settings. With
the rising popularity of mobile devices, recognition on mobile devices under various scenarios
has also become quite important. High resolution vs Low resolution or VIS to NIR biometric
recognition are some of the research areas currently tackling heterogeneity. Such domain variation in the images can negatively affect the performance of a homogeneous recognition module
if it were to see such images.
Mobile devices are ubiquitous and they are used for various applications such as mobile banking, e-business and social media. These devices store confidential and critical data which if
lost/stolen can cause harm to the user. Therefore, secure, convenient and fast authentication
methods are required to unlock the devices. Most of the modern mobile devices rely on biometric based authentication [37] such as face and fingerprint recognition to validate the identity
of the user. However, biometric authentication on mobile devices pose several challenges. A
primary challenge in acquiring the biometric data from mobile phones is that it is highly unconstrained. For touch-less sensing (e.g. capturing faces), the quality of the image can be adversely
affected by factors such as variation in illumination conditions, distance from the subject, indoor/outdoor scenarios, quality of the front and back camera, and motion blur due to movement
of the device/subject. Different mobile sensors for capturing biometric data pose a cross sensor
matching problem, as different camera sensors have different imaging properties. This introduces heterogeneity in the captured data (e.g., indoor vs outdoor, front camera vs back camera
resolution), and it makes biometric recognition on mobile devices an interesting and challenging
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Figure 1.2: Consider the case of a night time robbery. The CCTV footage can only capture the periocular
region of the robber because rest of the face was covered with a mask. The probe images may not be in
the same domain as those of mugshots which were taken in much constrained environment with sufficient
visible illumination. Hence, cross-domain periocular recognition methods are required for matching probes
from one domain to gallery images from differet domain.

problem. In order to perform heterogeneous face or periocular matching, a discriminative model
is required which produces feature vectors of a pair of images in an output embedding space. In
this space, the embeddings that belong to same subjects should be closer and those belonging to
different subjects should be farther away from each other. This allows us to take the euclidean
distance of the embedding of a pair of images to produce a match score for recognition. One
of the methods for achieving this is to train a deep neural network model with the objective of
reducing the intra-class distance and maximizing the inter-class distance. Several deep-metric
learning methods include [11, 13, 18, 20, 21, 23, 54] have been proposed for the same.
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Related Work
Several researchers have proposed metric learning based algorithms for learning deep neural
network models for face matching problems. One of the first research works to address the
same was by Chopra et. al. [13]. They proposed the contrastive loss function to train a Siamese
network for matching face images. Wen et. al. [63] formulated the center loss, which minimized
the intra-class loss of every output embedding from the centroid of all the embeddings of the
respective class. Lu et. al. [36] proposed a reconstruction based metric learning for face matching.
Several methods [18, 23, 24, 34] were proposed which aimed to learn the Mahalanobis distance
using a deep neural network model for face matching. Schroff et. al. [54] introduced the triplet
loss for face matching. An improved version of the triplet loss was utilized by Cheng et. al. [12]
for person re-identification, which used a larger margin constraint for learning the triplet loss
metric. Chen et. al. [11] proposed the quadruplet loss, which used a stricter inter-class loss
component for learning a discriminative model for face matching.
In this work, we address heterogeneous biometric recognition for faces and periocular region.
We tackle two of the most challenging heterogeneous face matching problems, namely cross
resolution matching and cross-spectral matching. In case of the former, the gallery images are
in high resolution whereas the probe images are in low resolution. For the latter, the gallery
images are captured in visible spectrum and the probe images are captured in NIR spectrum.
Additionally, we address these challenges for the periocular recognition scenario as well, where
the images are captured via cameras as well as mobile devices.
In order to solve cross-resolution face matching problems, several approaches have been proposed. Singh et al. [58] proposed an image synthesis algorithm to convert low resolution to high
resolution images using sparse dictionary representations. Biswas et al. [9] proposed a multidi-
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mensional scaling based approach for matching low resolution face probe images to high resolution gallery. Bhatt et al. [8] formulated a co-transfer learning framework for the same problem.
Mudunuri and Biswas [41] used a coupled discriminative dictionary approach for cross-domain
face matching. Mudunuri and Biswas et al. [40] used a reference based approach where each
face image was represented by its stereo matching cost for low resolution face recognition.
Cross-spectral face recognition has also been well studied in literature over the past decade.
Dhamecha et al. [16] studied the effectiveness of histogram of oriented features for cross-spectral
face recognition. Zhu et al. [70] proposed a transductive heterogeneous face matching algorithm
using Log-DOG filtered features for VIS-NIR image matching. Lu et al. [35] proposed a method
to learn binary face descriptors for heterogeneous face matching. Yi et al. [66] learned a shared
representation on Gabor features extracted from localized facial points for cross-spectral face
matching. Saxena et al. [53] utilized a finetuning based approach combined with learning the
Mahalanobis distance. He et al. [21] proposed an alternating minimization approach to learn a
deep-CNN architecture for matching visible and NIR face images. Recently, He et al. [31] used
cross-spectral hallucination and low rank embedding to match visible spectrum face image with
near-infrared ones.
Periocular recognition was first proposed by Park et al. [45] where the authors have explored
the feasibility of using periocular images as a biometric modality. The authors demonstrated
the advantages of periocular recognition and exhibited promising recognition results. There
has been considerable work since then on periocular recognition. Periocular recognition can be
used for recognition in itself, and has also been used to boost the performance of face and iris
recognition. Most of the techniques deal with the problem of periocular recognition in the visible
spectrum itself.
Nigam et al. [44] and Alonso-Fernandez et al. [3] present detailed surveys on the research efforts contributing to periocular recognition. Many works have made the use of Local Binary
Patterns (LBPs), often along with Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) and scale-invariant
feature transform (SIFT) to periocular matching [38,45,64]. Park et al. [45] used the techniques
to obtain score level fusion and studied the effect of pose, occlusion, and aging on periocular recognition. Bharadwaj et al. [7] utilized GIST descriptors for global matching as well as
Circular LBPs for local information which was followed by weighted sum fusion. Juefei-Xu et
al. [26] applied various subspace learning techniques on LBP features for periocular recognition.
Bakshi et al. [5] proposed the usage of filters to extract phase-intensive patterns called Phase
Intensive Local Patterns (PILP) for the same. Woodard et al. [64] fused color histograms and
with local descriptors followed by score level fusion for periocular recognition. Chen et al. [10]
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proposed a technique of combining 2D texture and 3D data and making certain parts hidden
from the encoding. Recent research has explored deep representation learning approaches for
this problem. Nie et al. [43] used the restricted Boltzmann machine for learning discriminative
features from periocular images. Zhao et al. [68] use a deep convolutional neural network (CNN)
along with extracted semantic information to automatically recover comprehensive periocular
features. Proenca et al. [46] utilize a deep CNN model along with ocular segmentation and
artificial samples, by interchanging the periocular and ocular parts from different subjects.
In cross spectral recognition, the gallery images are captured in the visible spectrum and these
are matched to the probes captured in the near infrared (NIR) spectrum. Alonso-Fernandez et
al. [2] propose a method to select best regions from VIS and NIR images. Ramaiah et al. [50]
uses Markov random fields and three patch LBP to perform cross spectral periocular matching
while Behera et al. [6] use difference of Gaussian (DoG) filtering, accompanied with a descriptor
using histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) followed by cosine similarity. It can be observed
that cross spectral periocular recognition is not much studied in literature. Researchers have
primarily studied hand crafted features and observed that the performance have a lot of room
for improvement.
Several works have also explored the problem of periocular recognition by capturing data using
mobile devices. De Frietas [15] model the inter session variability in the data from the enrollment
time to the test time. Raja evaluate the problem of smartphone based recognition in cross sensor
scenarios [48]. They use Laplacian decomposition and utilize spatial and frequency components
with dynamic scaling. Raghavendra [47] utilize coupled autoencoders and Maximum Response
(MR) based texture features for mobile periocular recognition. Another approach by Raja [49]
used pooling of sparse filtered features. Zhang [67] use the fusion of iris and periocular region
information with weighted concatenation to obtain a joint representation.
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Proposed Methods
In this research, a novel deep metric learning formulation is proposed, which is utilized to train
a deep-CNN model for heterogeneous biometric recognition. In the proposed formulation, we
design a loss function which takes into account heterogeneity in the data. The contributions of
this research are as follows:
1. A novel end to end deep representation learning framework, for cross-domain biometric
recognition is presented. A deep convolutional neural network is optimized using a heterogeneous loss metric to learn domain invariant representations.
2. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated on three face datasets - CASIA
NIR-VIS 2.0 Face Database [32], IIITD CSCRV Database [57], and SCface [19] database
and three periocular datasets - the IIITD Multi-spectral Periocular Database [55], CASIA
NIR-VIS 2.0 Face Database [32], and the PolyU Cross-Spectral Iris Database [42]. The
results are compared with state-of-the-art deep metric learning and other state-of-the-art
face/periocular recognition methods reported in literature, followed by extensive analysis
on the same.
3. We provide another pipeline specially designed for heterogeneous periocular recognition
for mobile devices. Extending ideas from the face recognition, we modify our algorithm
to accommodate the challenges of recognition using images captured from mobile devices.
We demonstrate the efficacy of the algorithm on two more datasets.
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3.1

Heteregenous Face and Periocular Recognition

The proposed framework works on building a highly discriminative model for images by enforcing
a margin between the intra-class and the inter-class distance. This section presents a detailed
overview of the background followed by the proposed algorithm and implementation details.

3.1.1

Background

In order to train a discriminative model for image matching, Schroff et al. [54] proposed a deep
metric learning algorithm based on the triplet loss. Each training sample is composed of three
~ a, X
~ p, Y
~n ) known as a triplet, X
~ a being an image of a subject “X” called the anchor
images (X
~ p is another image of the same subject “X”, called the positive image and yn is an
image, X
~ 6= Y
~ . The loss function to
image of another subject “Y” called the negative image, where X
train a model “g” with a margin parameter α is given as:
~ a ) − g(X
~ p)
g(X

2
2

~ a ) − g(Y
~n )
+ α < g(X

2
2

(3.1)

~ a, X
~ p, Y
~n ) ∈ τ
∀(X
~ a and X
~ p are sets of anchor and positive images, Y
~n is the set of negative images and τ
where X
is the set of all triplets.
Most of the metric learning methods including the triplet loss were designed for standard face
recognition applications. They do not take into account any heterogeneity (e.g. spectrum or
resolution) in the data which is present in real world situations.

3.1.2

Heterogeneous Embedding Learning

To address the problem of heterogeneous recognition, the proposed algorithm, uses a domain
invariant loss function for learning the model that encodes heterogeneity.
There are two different kinds of images in each dataset with a difference of a covariate (eg:
difference in spectrum or resolution) between the images. The network uses a deep CNN model
g to obtain these representations denoted by g(c) (where c is any image). The CNN model is
initialized with random weights and trained using the loss equation L (equation 3.4) as discussed
in the next subsection. The final layer of the CNN gives the feature representation (embedding)
for an input image. We propose a novel heterogeneous loss based on metric learning method
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Figure 3.1: The heterogeneity aware loss here is represented by a combination of red and green arrows.
The green arrows represent the intra-class distances between the same images of same identity, and red
arrow represents the inter-class distances. This way the loss equation covers up for all possible cross
domain scenarios

which generates features which are domain invariant. The features in the embedding space can
discriminate the images based on identity and ignore the domain information in the images.
This is done by bringing the images of the same identity closer to each other and pushing away
images belonging to different identities, in the output embedding space of the deep CNN.
The first part of the loss function represents the homogeneous matching, which can be expressed
as:

N 
X

g(xia )

−

2
g(xja ) 2

−

g(xia )

−

i,j,l=1

g(yal )



2
2

+ α1

(3.2)
+

and to further incorporate heterogeneous image matching, the second part of the loss equation
can be represented as:

N
X
i,k,m=1

g(xia )

−

g(xkb )

2
2

−

g(xia )

−

2
g(zbm ) 2


+ α2

(3.3)
+

Combining the two loss equations, the final loss function accommodates both the homogeneous
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and heterogeneous components, and is formulated as
L=
N 
X

g(xia )

−

2
g(xja ) 2

−

g(xia )

−

g(yal )

i,j,l=1


N
X



2
2

+ α1

+
+

g(xia )

i,k,m=1

−

g(xkb )

2
2

−

g(xia )

−

2
g(zbm ) 2


+ α2

(3.4)
+

where x, y and z are the identities (classes) such that x 6= y and x 6= z (y may be equal to z), the
value of g(x) is the final representation (output embedding) given by Equation 5.1, xia denotes
the ith image of the identity x in domain a, N is the cardinality of all possible tuples where each
tuple T = (xia , xja , xkb , yal , zbm ), [f ]+ = max(0, f ), and α1 and α2 are the margins which enforce
the learning of the deep CNN model.
To build a heterogeneous model, we need to feed the model with all possible probe-gallery pairs
so that while testing, the model has seen all of the scenarios and has learned the metric which produces modality invariant embeddings. Thus with the above defined tuple T = (xia , xja , xkb , yal , zbm )
we can cover all the pairs possible with respect to anchor xia . Pair (xia , xja ) corresponds to homogeneous intraclass matching, pair (xia , yal ) corresponds to homogeneous interclass matching,
pair (xia , xkb ) corresponds to heterogeneous intraclass matching and pair (xia , zbm ) corresponds to
heterogeneous interclass matching. Although in most cases during the testing phase in a heterogeneous matching scenario, the gallery belongs to the VIS spectrum or high resolution and
probes belong to the NIR spectrum or the low resolution images. The proposed loss along with
the ability to discriminate between different identities in heterogeneous domains also learns the
identity related information in homogeneous scenarios too. This enables the proposed model to
be used for both heterogeneous and homogeneous recognition.
Along with the capacity to recognize the images from the same domain, the model should also
incorporate the ability to recognize individuals from different domains. Therefore, in such a
scenario this model (a collaboration of both homogeneous and heterogeneous image matching)
would not only work better in heterogeneous settings but would also work better if employed in
cases where at the run time there may be both cross-domain and same-domain probe to gallery
matching.
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Figure 3.2: The framework of the proposed model. During training, the loss function optimizes the
feature representations so that the ones of the same identity are close to each other while others are
pushed further apart.

3.2
3.2.1

Mobile Periocular Recognition
Motivation

In the homogeneous/ideal scenarios, the vanilla Triplet Loss [54] can be used which enforces a
margin α on the embeddings for a given set of three images known as a triplet. Let (Ia1 , Ia2 , Ib1 )
be a triplet where Ia1 is the anchor image of identity/class ‘a’, Ia2 is the positive image which
belongs to the same person (identity/class ‘a’) and Ib1 is a negative sample of identity/class
‘b’. Let g(Ix ) be the feature embeddings of image Ix and τ is the set of all triplets and [z]+ is
max(0, z). The Triplet loss [54] aims to minimize the following:
X h

kg(Ia1 ) − g(Ia2 )k22 − kg(Ia1 ) − g(Ib1 )k22 + α

∀T ∈τ

∀(Ia1 , Ia2 , Ib1 ) ∈ τ
11

i
+

(3.5)
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For a model to produce heterogeneity aware embeddings, it should learn to discriminate between
images of different identities as well as bring closer the embeddings of similar identities even in
the presence of domain variation at the image level. Such a model should not work with just
a single negative sample in the particular triplet. Instead, if the model learns to differentiate
between an image of ‘a’ and every image of ‘b’ (here ‘a’ and ‘b’ are two different identities) then
the model generalizes better because it has to enforce a margin with all the embeddings of the
negative class as opposed to a single negative sample.
In order to represent all the embeddings of the negative class, mean embedding of the negative
class can be incorporated in the vanilla triplet loss. This means that essentially the centroid of
the cluster of images of a negative class is separated from the positive class images. The loss
function for the same is as follows:

L = kg(Ia1 ) − g(Ia2 )k22 − g(Ia1 ) −

Pk

i=1 g(Ibi )

k

2


+ α1 

2

(3.6)

+

where,
Ia1 , Ia2 belong to class ‘a’ and Ibi is the ith image of class ‘b’ (Ia1 serves as the anchor),
P
k
i=1

g(Ibi )
k

3.2.2

represents the mean of all the embeddings of a random negative identity ‘b’.

Heterogeneity aware embedding space

Equation 3.6 only incorporates mean embeddings in the same domain and there is no factor of
domain/covariate variations. In order to incorporate domain/covariate variation in the model,
images needs to be added from different domains for both identities ‘a’ and ‘b’.
Let p and q be the factors of domain variation which we want to incorporate together in the
model. Equation 3.6 with
 the covariate can be expressed as:
Pk
p
)
g(Ibi
2
p
p
p
L1 = kg(Ia1 ) − g(Ia2 )k2 − g(Ia1 ) − i=1
k

2


+ α1 

2

(3.7)

+

For multiple domains, we would still like to minimize the distance between the embeddings for
p
q
same identities and increase it for different identities. This implies, minimize ||g(Ia1
) − g(Ia3
)||22
p
q
and maximize ||g(Ia1
) − g(Ib1
)||22 where Ixq is an image in different domain and g(Ixq ) is its respec-

tive deep CNN model embedding. This means that the cluster of embeddings of a particular
class is essentially shrunk as the embeddings are brought closer while the centroid of the cluster
of a negative class is pushed away in the embedding space. Hence, the loss equation to train a
domain invariant representation can be expressed as:
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Figure 3.3: Training the proposed model: periocular images pertaining to different identities are utilized
to forward pass through the deep CNN model with shared weights. During training, the loss function
(Figure ??) optimizes the feature representations so that the ones of the same identity are close to each
other (i.e. reduce intra-class variations) while others are pushed further apart in the output embedding
space of the deep CNN model. a and b refer to different subjects and domain 1 and 2 refer to different
image capture scenarios such as indoor/outdoor and with flash/without flash.

h
2
p
q
p
q
)
L2 = kg(Ia1
) − g(Ia3
)k2 − g(Ia1
) − g(Ibi

2
2

+ α2

i

(3.8)

+

Representing the negative class by the mean embedding, Equation 3.8 can be expressed as:
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q
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2

+

The final loss equation for creating heterogeneity aware embedding space would be
(L = L1 + L2 ):
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+

This loss function can be used to train a domain invariant representation in a deep CNN model,
which can be utilized to train for both homogeneous (same domain) and heterogeneous (crossdomain) scenarios.
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Chapter 4

Implementation Details
The CNN architecture used for training is LightCNN29 [65]. The network consists of 29 convolutional layers with 3x3 filters. There are 4 pooling layers and the feature representation
(embedding) layer is 256 dimensional. The optimization of the gradient of the loss function is
performed via Adam optimizer [29] at a learning rate of 1e−5 which is slowly decayed. The
values of both the summations in the loss are clipped to have a lower bound of 0. The data to
be provided to the CNN is sampled randomly from the data available for training and composed
into the required tuple. For the experiments, both α1 and α2 have been set to 0.4.
For the cropped CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 Face Database, the CNN model is trained from scratch
using separate periocular images which have been resized to 128x128. For the IMP dataset,
there are just 240 images in the training set which is not enough data for the CNN to properly
learn the features of the periocular region from scratch. Hence, for the dataset, the weights of
the proposed model trained on the cropped CASIA dataset (which has a much larger number of
images) are used to initialize the CNN which is then fine-tuned on the IMP dataset. Similarly,
for the proposed model’s performance evaluation on the PolyU Cross-Spectral Iris Database,
the pretrained network is used to initialize the weights of model which is further tuned.
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Chapter 5

Database and Experimental protocol
This section explains the use case of the proposed algorithm for heterogeneous face recognition
followed by heterogeneous periocular recognition. Protocols for face databases are given in Table
5.1.

5.1

Case Study 1: Heterogeneous Face Recognition

Preprocessing
We normalize the images by subtracting the mean from each of the channels and use commercial off-the-shelf face normalization methods. Since most of the face images were taken from
benchmark datasets, no further preprocessing was done. The embeddings are calculated as g(xis )
where xis is i-th face image of identity x in domain s (s ∈ {a, b}).
Databases
We use the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 Face database and CSCRV database for conducting experiments
for cross-spectrum face recognition and SCFace database for cross-resolution face recognition.
The following subsection gives the details about these databases.
CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 Face Database The CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 face database [32] contains
both visible and near-infrared face images of 725 subjects and has protocols pertaining to two
views. View 1 is the development set that can be used for optimizing the parameters of the
algorithm. This is utilized to perform hyperparameter tuning and analysis during training.
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Table 5.1: Database and Experiment protocol for face databases
Database
CASIA VIS-NIR 2.0 [32]
SCFace Database [19]
CSCRV Database [57]

Number of Images
View 1 - 8600/8980 train/test split
View 2 - 860/890 train/test split for each 10 folds
Total - 17580 images
Total - 4160 images
368/365 - day/night videos
Test set - 14773 NIR images

Remarks and Protocol
Protocol: as given by Li et. al. [32]
5 fold cross validation on random subsampling
Protocol: as given by Grgic et. al. [19]

View 2 contains the training and testing split. Subjects in the training and testing sets are
non-overlapping. The gallery set contains images acquired in visible spectrum and the probes
are in NIR spectrum. View 2 is used to report results on the dataset as defined by the standard
protocol. In view 2, there are about 2500 visible and 6000 NIR images in the training split. The
experiments are performed with a single gallery setup with one visible spectrum gallery image
of each person comprises the gallery and 6000 NIR probe images comprise the test set.
CSCRV Database This database has videos captured in both day (visible spectrum) and
night (NIR), in surveillance scenarios. A preliminary version of this database has appeared in
Singh et al. [57]. There are 368 day and 365 nighttime videos of 240 subjects. Each video
captures the subjects at a distance of 1-10 mts. Each subject has 3 gallery images which are
captured in daytime under controlled conditions. The CSCRV v2 [57] database has a well defined
protocol where 27 subjects are in the training set. Each subject has 3 visible spectrum images
captured under controlled scenarios, and 1675 images (video frames) captured in NIR spectrum
at nighttime. The test set contains 14773 NIR images of 173 subjects which are used as probes.
Each subject has 3 visible spectrum images in the gallery. We have only utilized the NIR frames
where the subject is at a distance of 1-3 mt in both the train and the test set. The subjects in
the train and the test set are disjoint.
SCFace Database The SCface database [19] contains 4160 images of 130 subjects acquired
under uncontrolled illumination, pose, expression and standoff distance from the camera. The
database contains images captured from 8 surveillance cameras placed at different orientations
with respect to the subject, at 3 standoff distances namely 1 mt, 2.6 mts and 4.2 mts. The
effective resolution of the cropped face images from these 3 distances are 48 × 48, 32 × 32 and
24 × 24 respectively. Out of the 8 cameras, 5 cameras operate in visible spectrum mode, rest
of them operate in NIR mode. For the cross-resolution experiments we have considered images
from the 5 visible-spectrum operating cameras. Each subject has several high resolution images
captured under controlled settings, which are used as gallery. For the SCface database, high
resolution images (72 x 72) from the 5 surveillance cameras which work in visible spectrum have
been used. Images pertaining to 50 subjects (randomly selected) were used for training and rest
17
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80 subjects for testing. The 5-fold cross validation was performed by random subsampling.

5.2

Case Study 2: Heterogeneous Periocular Recognition

We use the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 Face database (cropped for periocular recognition experiments), IMP database and PolyU Cross Spectral Iris database for conducting experiments for
cross-spectrum periocular recognition. The following subsection gives the details about these
databases.
Preprocessing
We crop the top one-third of the face image (longitudinally) to get the ocular image in those
datasets where direct periocular images were not available. Further, segmentation is performed
on the ocular image of every identity into left and right periocular images. We split the ocular
image into two halves, left region denoting the left periocular image and right region denoting the
right periocular image. The objective of splitting is to allow the network to effectively capture
the finer eye level information in the images. Every ocular image xis (where s ∈ {a, b} and a
i(le)

and b are covariates) is split in half to give the left and the right periocular images as xs
i(re)
xs

respectively. Since for some datasets described in the following section the ocular images
i(le)

are taken from aligned face images, no specific periocular alignment is performed. xs
i(re)
xs

and

are the periocular images for which we calculate the feature representations as
i(re)

and g(xs

and

i(le)
g(xs )

), and calculate the final feature representations for the ocular image xis as:
g(xis ) = [g(xi(le)
), g(xi(re)
)]
s
s

(5.1)

where, g represents the deep CNN model.
Using the feature vector g(xis ) (for both face or periocular image) we train the proposed framework to optimize the deep CNN model to obtain domain invariant representations. The feature
representations obtained as g(xis ) are normalized via L2 normalization such that ||g(xis )||2 = 1.
Databases
IIITD Multi-spectral Periocular Database The dataset [55] contains a total of 1220 images
captured in three spectrums - visible, near-infrared and night vision. The database has 62
subjects in each spectrum with 5 different images corresponding to each subject. There are 310
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a) PolyU Database
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c) CASIA Database

Figure 5.1: Sample periocular images from all three databases used for performance evaluation.

images each in the visible and the NIR spectrum. The visible spectrum images are of resolution
601 × 301 and the NIR images are of 540 × 260 each (Figure 5.1).
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm on this database the model trained on the CASIA
NIR-VIS 2.0 face database [32] is utilized. This is done in order to keep the protocols consistent
(to perform comparison) with other cross-spectral periocular recognition namely Behera et al [6]
and Ramaiah et al [50]. No experiments are performed on the night vision data in this database.
PolyU Cross-Spectral Iris Database The database [42] (Figure 5.1) consists of iris images
of 209 subjects captured in both the visible and NIR spectrum. For each subject, there are 15
different images of separate left and right periocular region for each spectrum. Therefore, there
are a total of 6270 images per spectrum. For the proposed method, the dataset was randomly
split into training and testing sets. For the training set, images of 80% of the identities are
chosen randomly and all the images of the remaining identities are used for testing.
Table 5.2: Database and Experiment protocol for periocular databases
Database
IIITD Multi-spectral Periocular [55]
CASIA VIS-NIR 2.0 [32]
PolyU Cross Spectral Iris [42]

Number of Images
Total - 1220 images
View 1 - 8600/8980 train/test split
View 2 - 860/890 train/test split each for 10 folds
Total - 17580 images
5016/1704 pairs - train/test split
Total - 12540 images

Remarks and Protocol
No training done. Using pretrained model on casia db [32]
Face images cropped one third from top to get ocular image.
Protocol: As given in [32]
Images already segmented into two periocular region
Protocol: Random 80-20 train-test split

CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 Face Database The same database has been used for periocular recognition experiments. The periocular region is segmented from the images of faces. The upper
part of the image contained the periocular region on all the images. One third of the upper part
of this segment is used as the periocular image for the experiments (Figure 5.1). The images
thus generated have both the eyes together in one image. The images are registered using the
eye coordinates prior to this process.
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5.3

Case Study 3: Mobile Periocular Recognition

The efficacy of our model is evaluated on two datasets for unconstrained heterogeneous data captured from mobile devices: the CSIP database [52] and the VISOB database [51]. Additionally,
we have reported results on the IIITD Multi-spectral Periocular Database [55] which has data
in different spectrums collected using different sensors including a handheld nightvision camera
to show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in a general heterogeneous data acquisition
scenario. Figure 5.2 shows sample images from these databases.
CSIP Database The Cross-sensor iris and periocular dataset [52] contains images captured
from 4 different mobile phones- Sony Ericsson Xperia Arc, Apple iPhone 4, ThL W200 and
Huawei U8510. Images taken from each sensor (mobile phone camera) is further divided into
categories denoting front/rear camera and flash/no flash. The dataset has 2004 right periocular
images pertaining to 50 different subjects. For this dataset, we carry out two experiments,
cross sensor and cross illumination periocular recognition. For cross sensor tasks, we train the
algorithm on one-vs-all setup, where all images from Apple iPhone 4 serve as one domain,
and all images from the remaining sensors are considered as second domain. Training and
testing partition is done such that images of subjects 1-40 are used for training and images of
subjects from 41-50 form the testing set. Additionally we test the proposed algorithm on crossillumination tasks, such that all the images in the presence of flash form one domain and images
captured without flash correspond to different domain. Train test split is similar according to
the above protocol.
VISOB Dataset The VISOB database [51] is a large scale dataset from the VISOB ICIP2016
Challenge. It consists of images from 550 subjects captured via the front facing camera of 3
different devices - iPhone 5s, Samsung Note 4 and Oppo N1 in 3 different illumination conditions
namely, regular office light, dim light and natural daylight settings. The data was collected in
two visits. Only Visit 1 is publicly available. It contains a total of 48,250 images as a part of the
enrollment set and 46,797 images as a part of the verification set across all devices and conditions.
We perform two experiments on the dataset. (a): In the first experiment, for training, all the
images in the enrollment set are used and for testing, the images in the verification set act as
probes for the enrolled images via which identification is performed similar to [1]. (b): In order
to compare with [69], the training and testing was performed only on the images captured via
the iPhone in day light conditions (as per the protocol used in [69]).
IIITD Multi-spectral Periocular Database The IIITD IMP dataset [55] has images captured in three spectrums - visible, near-infrared and night vision, making a total of 1220 images.
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VISOB
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Figure 5.2: Sample images from the CSIP [52], VISOB [51], and IMP [55] datasets.

With 62 subjects in each spectrum and 5 different images corresponding to each subject, the
dataset contains 310 images each in the visible and the NIR spectrum. Resolution of the visible
spectrum images is 601 × 301 and the NIR images are of 540 × 260 each. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach, no training is performed on this database. The proposed
algorithm is evaluated by using the model trained on cropped images of the CASIA NIR-VIS
2.0 face database [32]. This is done in order to keep the protocols consistent (to perform comparison) with other cross-spectral periocular recognition methods namely Behera et al [6] and
Ramaiah et al [50].
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Chapter 6

Results and Analysis
6.1

Face and Periocular Recognition

Heterogeneous Face recognition The proposed loss based metric learning was evaluated for
cross-spectral and cross-resolution face recognition tasks. For cross-resolution face recognition,
the probes were divided into sets of different resolutions which were evaluated separately. The
model has been trained using the proposed loss function on the training set, which has both high
and low resolution images. In case of cross-spectral face recognition, the experiments performed
on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database achieve a mean rank 1 identification accuracy of 98.76%
and verification accuracy of 99.71% at 1% FAR (false acceptance rate). We also perform crossspectral face recognition CSCRV database as well (Table 6.3). Furthermore, the experiments of
cross-resolution face recognition are consolidated in Table 6.2.
Heterogeneous Periocular recognition For the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 [32] database, we perform periocular experiments on the standard protocol of the database. The proposed algorithm
outperforms the deep learning based (Schroff et al. [54] and Liu et al. [33]) matching algorithms
on the given protocol. For the IMP dataset, experiments for heterogeneous recognition are performed on the protocol defined with the database [55]. The proposed algorithm achieves better
identification and verification accuracies (Table 6.4) than both the deep learning methods as
well as the methods mentioned in Behara et al [6], Ramaiah et al [50]. Lastly, we evaluate
the proposed algorithm on a 80%-20% training and testing split of the PolyU database. The
proposed method outperforms both the deep learning methods by a significant margin on both
identification and verification experiments.
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Table 6.1: Cross-spectral face recognition identification (Rank 1 accuracy) and verification (Genuine
accept rate (GAR) at x% FAR (false acceptance rate)) accuracies on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 [32]
database.

Method
COTS (FaceVacs)
VGG [56] (2014)
Dhamecha et al. [16] (2014)
Juefei-Xu et al. [25] (2015)
Lu et al. [35] (2015)
Yi et al. [66] (2015)
[33] (Triplet-loss) (2016)
Lezama et al. [31] (2017)
He et al. [21] (2017)
Proposed

Rank 1 (%)
58.56 ± 1.19
62.09 ± 1.88
73.28 ± 1.10
78.46 ± 1.7
81.80 ± 2.3
86.16 ± 0.98
95.74 ± 0.52
96.41
97.33 ± 0.17
98.76 ± 0.33

GAR@FAR=0.1%
39.72±2.85
85.8
47.3
81.29±1.82
91.03±1.26
95.73±0.76
98.14±0.33

Table 6.2: Rank 1 identification accuracies for Cross-resolution face recognition results on the SCface [19]
database

Method
COTS (FaceVacs)
Biswas et al. [9] (2013)
Bhatt et al. [8] (2014)
Triplet Loss [54] (2015)
Proposed

Probe resolution
24 x 24 32 x 32 48 x 48
10.3
18.5
35.7
64.8
70.4
76.1
70.1
76.2
83.4
36.1
85.7
98.0
89.9
99.0
99.7

Table 6.3: Cross-spectral face recognition results on the CSCRV v2 [57] database

Method
VGG Face [56] (2014)
Triplet Loss [54] (2015)
Proposed

Rank 1 accuracy (%)
26.9
65.3
84.6
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Figure 6.1: ROC curves showcasing face verification accuracies on (a) IIITD CSCRV v2 database [57]
and (b) SCface Database [19]

6.1.1

Comparison with State-of-the-art methods

Periocular recognition: To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, it has been
compared with state-of-the-art cross spectral periocular recognition methods and two of the
most popular deep-metric learning methods on all three datasets. This is done by following the
evaluation protocol used by the existing methods to obtain a direct comparison. As we can
see for the comparison with deep learning methods for all the datasets the proposed method
outperforms by large margin(s). For CASIA and PolyU dataset the proposed model achieves
25% more identification accuracy than Liu et al, whereas for IMP dataset outperforms Liu et al
by 2%.
For the IMP dataset, the results of the proposed algorithm are given in Table 6.4. To compare
with the methods of Ramaiah et al. [50] and Behera et al. [6], testing has been done on the
entire IMP dataset. Ramaiah et al. [50] use a variant of local binary patterns (LBP) called
the Three Patch LBP (TP-LBP) which achieves 18.35% verification accuracy at 10% False
Accept Rate(FAR). Since no training protocol is given for this task, the model trained on
CASIA dataset was used for matching and no training was performed on the IMP dataset. The
proposed algorithm still achieved state-of-the-art results thereby showing the robustness of the
proposed algorithm to handle heterogeneity in data, even in cross database scenarios. Behara
et al. [6] on the other hand use Difference of Gaussians (DoG) filtering to illuminate the image
and then use HOG features as the embeddings of the image. We outperform their result as well
by a big margin of 57% for verification at 10% FAR.
For the PolyU cross-spectral database, a comparison is performed with Ramaiah et al. [50], by
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Table 6.4: Rank-1 identification accuracies and Genuine Accept Rate (at 0.1% and 10% FAR) for all
periocular datasets

Dataset

CASIA VIS-NIR 2.0 (periocular cropped) [32]

IIITD Multi-spectral Periocular [55]

PolyU Cross Spectral Iris [42]

Algorithm
Schroff et al [54]
Liu et al [33]
Proposed
Ramaiah et al [50]
Behera et al [6]
Schroff et al [54]
Liu et al [33]
Proposed
Ramaiah et al [50]
Behera et al [6]
Schroff et al [54]
Liu et al [33]
Proposed

Identification
Rank 1(%)
18.71
49.90
74.60
49.36
59.20
61.20
29.85
69.71
94.60

Verification
GAR @f FAR
f=0.1% f=10%
14.91
57.82
39.07
93.82
66.21
96.67
18.35
25.03
8.23
62.27
13.67
79.62
12.07
82.97
73.20
83.12
8.94
51.31
25.07
83.53
48.86
91.46

following their protocol. The proposed algorithm achieves 85.39% genuine accept rate on 10%
FAR and outperforms Ramaiah et al. [50] by a significant margin. The proposed model also
achieves a better GAR at 10% FAR when compared with Behara et al. [6]. Since there are no
existing cross-spectral periocular recognition methods that has been evaluated on the periocular
images of the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 face dataset, we could not perform comparative evaluation
using a cross spectral periocular recognition method on the same.
Face recognition: On the SCface database, the proposed method achieves mean rank 1 identification accuracy of 89.9%, 99% and 99.7% for 24 × 24, 32 × 32, and 48 × 48 probes, respectively
over 5-fold cross validation by random subsampling. This outperforms the previous state-ofthe-art results by Bhatt et al. [8] (70.1%, 76.2% and 83.4% for 24 × 24, 32 × 32, and 48 × 48,
respectively).
On the CSCRV v2 database, cross-spectral face recognition is performed where rank 1 identification accuracy of 84.6% is obtained which outperforms both VGGFace and Triplet loss by at
least 20%.

6.1.2

Homogeneous Matching

The loss metric (Equation 3.4) incorporates both the homogeneous and heterogeneous matching
loss. Thus, the model trained should be good for both heterogeneous and homogeneous matching. In addition to heterogeneous matching, homogeneous (matching VIS/high resolution gallery
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Figure 6.2: CMC curves showing identification accuracies for Periocular Recognition (identification accuracies at different ranks)

to VIS/high resolution probe) was also performed on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database. The
proposed method produced a GAR of 99.24% at 0.1% FAR, while the model trained using the
method given by Liu et al. [33] produced a GAR of 98.24% at 0.1% FAR. Liu et al. [33] deploy
a heterogeneous loss metric which builds upon the triplet loss for cross-spectrum recognition
settings.

6.1.3

Failure Cases

Since the objective of the loss function is to minimize the distance between the images of the
same class irrespective of the domain, it is expected that when the model gets two visually similar
images, it attempts to bring them closer in the embedding space. The matched gallery images
(in order of highest match scores) are shown next to the probe images with which periocular
matching is performed. The correct gallery image for each probe is also highlighted in blue. In
figure 6.4b it can be seen that all five gallery images closest to each probe are visually similar
to the probe as is desired from the framework therefore demonstrating that the images closest
to the probe are the ones with the highest probability of a match. Since the network has a
tendency to learn features based on visual similarity, it might learn some features which might
not always be helpful for the recognition task. As seen in Figure 6.4a, the network might learn
some information that is not relevant like the hair on the face which might lead to poor matching.
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Figure 6.3: ROC curves showing verification accuracies for Periocular Recognition (Genuine accept rate
for different false accept rates).

6.1.4

Learning the metric

The proposed metric learning algorithm works on optimizing four Euclidean distances namely,
positive homogeneous distance (Pho ) = ||g(xia ) − g(xjb )||22 , positive heterogeneous distance (Phe )
=k|g(xia )−g(xkb )||22 , negative homogeneous distance (Nho ) =||g(xia )−g(yal )||22 and negative heterogeneous distance (Nhe ) =||g(xia ) − g(zbm )||22 . Here positive refers to images having same identity
as the anchor (intra-class) while negative refers to different identities (inter-class). The value
of these distances for every epoch during training is shown in Fig. 6.5. Initially, all the above
distances have similar values. This is because of the fact that after random initialization of the
weights of the deep-CNN model, it treats all four subproblems in a similar manner. It can be
seen that after a few epochs, the metric learning method forces the identities to separate. As
a result, the distance between the embeddings of identities different from the anchor increase
to higher values irrespective of the heterogeneity in the images. It can also be observed that as
training progresses, the proposed loss solves the harder problem of ignoring the heterogeneity
in the data by decreasing the Phe distance between anchor and its corresponding heterogeneous
pair. This ensures that they are classified as the same person disregarding the factor of variation.
It should be noted that matching a homogeneous positive (genuine) pair (the distance for the
same is given by Pho , given by the blue curve in Fig. 6.5) is a relatively easier problem than
matching a heterogeneous positive pair (the distance for the same is given by Phe , given by the
orange curve in Fig 6.5). This hypothesis is followed in the observation (Fig. 6.5) of training
the proposed metric where the positive homogeneous distance is higher than the positive nonheterogeneous distance.
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Figure 6.4: Sample NIR probe images along with the five best matching VIS gallery images, arranged in
increasing order of distance for the CASIA NIR-VIS dataset [32]. The gallery image of the same identity
is highlighted in blue.

6.1.5

Margin parameters

The proposed heterogeneous loss function (equation 3.4) incorporates two margin parameters,
namely α1 and α2 . These parameters enforce the learning of the deep CNN model and represent
a force on the optimization of the homogeneous (α1 ) and heterogeneous (α2 ) components of the
proposed loss function. In Figure 6.6 , the components of the loss function while training with
different margin values are shown. There are two kinds of distances, namely positive and negative
distances. The positive distance is the mean of the homogeneous and heterogeneous distances of
the genuine pairs. From equation 3.4, the positive distance is the mean of [||g(xiv ) − g(xjv )||22 and
[||g(xiv ) − g(xkn )||]22 for a batch of 5-tuples of the training set. On the other hand, the negative
distance represents the mean of the homogeneous and heterogeneous distances for the impostor
pairs, given by the mean of ||g(xiv ) − g(yvl )||22 and ||g(xiv ) − g(znm )||22 for a batch of 5-tuples of the
training set. Thus the positive distance represent the mean of all the intraclass distances and
the negative distances represent the mean of all the interclass distances. It is to be noted that
the intraclass and interclass distances are optimized for lower and higher values respectively,
where higher values denote dissimilarity and lower values denote similarity. It can be seen
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(a) Training on SCface

(b) Training on CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0

Figure 6.5: Analysis of training with the proposed loss. The networks were trained from scratch (without
pretraining) , and it can be seen that the proposed loss achieves much larger separation of intra-class and
inter-class losses.

(figure 6.6) that with higher values of the margin parameters the positive distance is optimized
to lower values and the negative distance is optimized to higher values. Higher separation
between the positive and negative distances ensure better optimization of the clusters in the
output embedding space of the deep CNN model. This shows that these margin parameters can
be utilized to effectively control the learning of the deep CNN model for cross-spectral periocular
matching.

6.1.6

Generalizability of the Proposed model

In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm on the IIITD Multispectral Periocular dataset [55],
the model trained on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database [32] was utilized. This depicts a cross
database training-testing scenario, where the model is tested on a dataset (IIITD Multispectral Periocular) on which no training has been performed. In spite of this constrained testing
protocol, the proposed method outperforms two of the most popular deep metric learning methods ( Liu et al. [33] and Schroff et al. [54]) and two recent cross-spectral periocular recognition
methods (Behera et al. [6] and Ramaiah et al. [50]), as shown in table 6.4. This showcases
the generalizability of the proposed method which makes it suitable for usage in real world
surveillance scenarios.
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(a) Training on SCface

(b) Training on CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0

Figure 6.6: Training with the proposed loss on different margins. Positive (margin= x) denotes the mean
of the positive distances (Pho and Phe ) when both α1 and α2 is set to the value x and Negative (margin=
x) denotes the same for the mean of negative distances (Nho and Nhe ).

6.2

Mobile Periocular recognition

The proposed model is evaluated on the datasets discussed in Section 5.3, and compared with
other state-of-the-art algorithms. For CSIP1 dataset, the performance of the proposed algorithm
is compared with Triplet Loss [54] trained in the same way described in Section 5.3. The
training protocol is exactly consistent with the one used for the proposed algorithm. For the
cross-illumination and cross-sensor experiments (Table 1 and Table 2) the proposed algorithm
achieves a Rank 1 Accuracy of 87.33% and 89.53%, respectively. It outperforms [54] by over 10%
and 5%, respectively. This illustrates the superiority of the method in generating embeddings
that are invariant to the large heterogeneity in the data. Furthermore, apart from the deep
learning methods, we also show the comparison with handcrafted features such as Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HOG) [14] and Daisy features (similar to SIFT) [62]. The results presented
in Tables 1 and 2 corroborate the effectiveness of the proposed model.
Table 6.5 summarizes the Rank 1 accuracies of the proposed method on the VISOB Database [51]
for the experiment (a) (described in section 5.3). The proposed method outperforms the current
state-of-the-art for all devices and lighting conditions, significantly. Table 6.2 summarizes the
results obtained on the VISOB database for experiment (b). For comparison with Zhao [69] the
same experimental protocol is followed and the results obtained are reported on the same fold.
The proposed method obtained an improvement of over 10% over the state-of-the-art EER.
1
Kandaswamy [27] has reported results on this database, but the protocol used in their work is transfer
learning based. Santos et al. [52] had performed cross-sensor experiments, but evaluated their algorithm on
the entire dataset. Since the proposed method requires training, a direct comparison with [52] is not feasible.
Monteiro [39] have also computed the results on this dataset, however cross sensor experiments were not performed
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Table 6.5: Rank 1 accuracy on the VISOB Database for experiment 1 with all images.

Phone
Samsung

iPhone

Oppo

Rank 1 Accuracy (%)
Ahuja [1] Proposed Ahuja [1] Proposed
Left
Right
90.45
94.30
91.53
94.71
92.44
97.15
92.97
98.47
93.12
97.19
93.61
98.04
93.54
94.97
93.89
95.88
95.98
96.36
94.82
96.06
96.09
96.69
96.14
96.54
90.79
91.55
90.23
90.75
94.21
97.66
94.81
97.25
96.31
97.28
96.15
97.07

Condition
Office
Day
Dim
Office
Day
Dim
Office
Day
Dim

Table 6.6: Results on the CSIP dataset for cross-sensor mobile periocular recognition tasks.

Identification

Algorithm
HOG [14]
DAISY [62]
Schroff et al. [54]
Proposed

Rank-1(%)
62.79
62.40
84.10
89.53

Verification
GAR@f FAR
f=0.1% f=10%
2.85
27.84
2.49
33.57
12.87
65.64
18.23
75.15

Table 6.7: Results on the VISOB Database with iPhone in daylight

Algorithm
Texton [61]
PPDM [60]
SCNN [68]
Zhao [69]
Proposed

Rank 1 Accuracy(%)
99.41
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EER (%)
4.80
5.03
3.30
1.47
1.32
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Figure 6.7: ROC curves showing verification accuracies on IMP and CSIP databases
Table 6.8: Results on the CSIP dataset for cross-illumination mobile periocular recognition tasks.

Algorithm
HOG [14]
DAISY [62]
Schroff et al. [54]
Proposed

Identification
Rank-1(%)
73.85
57.26
77.42
87.33

Verification
GAR@f FAR
f=0.1% f=10%
3.19
27.21
3.42
29.80
10.17
59.66
14.53
83.19

The results of the IMP dataset are summarized in Table 6.9. It is important to note that
no training is performed on this dataset and the reported results are used to illustrate the
effectiveness of the model to generate embeddings which can match identities irrespective of the
heterogeneity. The method achieves a Genuine Accept Rate of 82.97% at 10% False Accept
Rate. As shown in Table 5, the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art by a very
large margin. Results are also compared with the deep learning technique [54] and the proposed
method achieves rank 1 accuracy of 61.2% as compared to 49.36% obtained by [54].
Table 6.9: Results on the IMP dataset for cross-spectrum periocular recognition tasks.

Algorithm
Ramaiah et al. [50]
Behara et al. [6]
Schroff et al. [54]
Proposed

Identification
Rank-1(%)
49.36
61.20
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Verification
GAR@f FAR
f=0.1% f=10%
18.35
25.03
8.23
62.27
12.07
82.97
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Apart from the accuracies observed, we have made following observations:

6.2.1

Cross-Database Performance

In order to compare the performance of the proposed approach with state-of-the-art algorithms [6, 50] for the IMP dataset, we performed testing on this dataset without training on
any image of this dataset. The deep CNN model was trained on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0
dataset [32]. Periocular images were extracted from the face images of this dataset for training.
This training was performed with spectrum as the heterogeneity and then the trained model was
utilized for testing on the entire IMP dataset. This mimics a cross-database train-test scenario.
As shown in Table 6.9, the proposed algorithm produces state-of-the-art results, which shows
that our model is generalizable to datasets on which no fine-tuning or training is performed. It
should also be noted that the CASIA and IMP datasets contain subjects pertaining to different
ethnicities and the images are collected using different sensors. High verification performance
with cross-database testing is a strong indication of the generalizability of the algorithm.

6.2.2

Hard Mining

Most deep metric learning algorithms [22, 54] are heavily dependent on hard mining of samples
for training. However, the proposed method, produces better results than one of the most popular deep metric learning algorithms [54] without any hard-mining. This saves a huge amount
of training time and is a testament to the efficacy of the proposed algorithm.

6.2.3

Testing Time

On Intel Core i7 workstation with 32GB of RAM and NVIDIA GTX 1080ti GPU, the average
time for matching a pair of images is 50.5 microseconds.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion
The methods presented in this research form an end to end pipeline for heterogeneous face
and periocular recognition. It uses a heterogeneous aware loss metric to train a deep CNN
model which can generate discriminative representations which are modality invariant. These
representations are utilized for matching faces and periocular images in cross-spectral and cross
resolution settings. The experimental results on eight databases demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed end-to-end algorithm. The mobile periocular recognition algorithm in unconstrained environments achieves state-of-the-art results. Although the results are shown on some
recognition tasks, the proposed loss metric can also be extended for other recognition tasks such
as recognizing faces with disguise variations [17, 30, 59], and iris/periocular recognition with
multiple cameras or covariates [4, 28].
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